The vertex connectivity K 
Introduction
The (vertex) connectivity K of an undirected graph or digraph is the smallest number of vertices whose deletion separates or trivializes the graph. (Most terms are defined precisely at the end of this section.) This is a central concept of graph theory [L] . We present efficient algorithms for computing connectivity.
More precisely we consider the following tasks. To compute the connectivity means t o find K and a corresponding separator. To check k-connectedness means to verify that K >. k or find a separator of < k vertices.
Lastly if each vertex has a nonnegative weight, K is the smallest weight of a separator or trivializor and we may wish to compute the connectivity. We present algorithms for all these tasks, on undirected graphs and digraphs. Our approach is to simply combine three previous algorithms, two for computing vertex connectivity and one for network flow. We now discuss the efficiency and compare it to previous work. Throughout this paper n and m denote the number of vertices and edges of the given graph, respectively.
First consider (unweighted) digraphs. Even and Tarjan showed how to compute K in time O (~n ' .~m ) [ET]. This was improved to the following best-known bounds:
Even [E] showed how to check k-connectedness by solving at most k2 + n network flow problems, achieving a running time
of O ( ( k + & ) k f i m ) . Galil extended
Even's approach to compute K in the same time bound with k replaced by K [GI. We find the connectivity in time O ( m i n {~~ + n , Kn}m) and check k-connectedness in the same bound with K replaced by k. This bound equals the previous best when le or K is O( 1) or O(fi) and is superior for all other values. The largest improvement is a factor fi when k or K is O(n). Our algorithm uses O(m) space, as do all other algorithms of this paper. Our high-level algorithm is essentially the same as [ET] for small connectivities and [E,G] for large connectivities.
An undirected graph has the same connectivity as the digraph formed by giving each edge both directions. Hence the digraph algorithms apply. Furthermore the technique of Nagamochi and Ibaraki [NI] usually allows one to work on a subgraph of O(kn) edges rather than the whole graph. This usually allows undirected connectivity and k-connectedness to be computed in the digraph time bound with m replaced by kn or K n . This is true for all the above algorithms. For example we compute undirected connectivity in time O(min(~'+ n , K n } K n ) . We also mention a recent algorithm of Henzinger: In an undirected graph with minimum degree S it finds K and a corresponding separator if K 5 S/2 and verifies K > 6/2 otherwise, in time O(min{K, f i } n 2 ) [HI.
We turn to randomized algorithms. Becker et al. give a Monte Carlo version of [ET] that computes the connectivity of a digraph. For any desired probability Next consider undirected graphs.
p 5 1/71 it returns the correct answer with probability 1 -p (i.e., the error probability is p ) and runs in expected time O((( log l/p)/( log n /~) ) n ' 5m) [B] . We give an algorithm that computes the connectivity with error probability 1/2 in (worst-case) time O(nm) . This is a strict improvement of [B] since for any desired probability p repeating our algorithm log l/p times achieves error probability p in time 0(( log l/p)nm).
For undirected graphs the time to achieve error probability 1/2 is O ( K~' ) (replace IC by k for checking kconnectedness). These results use a fact about our deterministic algorithm for computing K : It runs in time O ( ( ( n -K).)'). This bound comes into play when K = n-o(n) (e.g., the time to compute K is linear when Linid et a1 check undirected k-connectedness with a Monte Carlo algorithm that runs in time O ( ( M ( n ) + n M ( k ) ) log n ) and has error probability 1/n [LLW]. Here M ( n ) is the time to multiply two n x n matrices and is O(n2 38) [CW] . Our Monte Carlo algorithm (for the same error probability) is faster when k 5 n 37 or k 2 n 73; it is always faster if naive matrix multiplication is used to get a practical algorithm. Linial et al. also give a Las Vega algorithm with expected running time k times their Monte Carlo bound. Cheriyan and Reif achieve similar Monte Carlo and Las Vegas time bounds for digraphs [CR] . Our deterministic algorithm is faster than these Las Vegas algorithms if they use naive matrix multiplication.
Finally consider weighted graphs (undirected or digraphs). The naive algorithm computes the connectivity by calculating O ( n 2 ) maximum flows. We know no other results o m weighted connectivity. We improve this to time O(Klnmlog(n'/m)) where ~1 denotes the connectivity if vertex weights are ignored (i.e., every vertex has weight 1). Since ~1 5 m/n this bound is at most O(rn2 log(n2/im)). This improves the naive bound by a factor greater than n if we use the best-known algorithm of [KRT] to compute a maximum flow. We also present a Monte Carlo algorithm that computes the connectivity with error probability 1/2 in expected time O(nm Iog(n'/m)).
The vertex connectivity algorithms we use transform the problem to a number of network flow problems, e.g., K n maximum flow problems for [ET] . We show the preflow-push approach to maximum flow can reduce the number of flow problems, e.g., to K flow problems for [ET] . The preflow-push approach is due to Goldberg and Tarjan [GT] . Gallo, Grigoriadis and Tarjan show how this approach often allows n or more rela1,ed maximum flow computations to be combined into one [GGT] . Hao and Orlin [HO] use their idea to give an efficient algorithm to find the edge connectivity
We present a flow algorithm that extends [HO] . In fact [HO] sketches the extension but omits some details. To clarify this we first define ou1
Consider a digraph G = (V, E ) with a set of "terminals" T c V . A "minimum split for T' is a set S c V that minimizes the total capacity of the entering edges subject to the constraint that both T n S and T -S are nonempty. The edge connectivity algorithm of [HO] finds a minimum unrestricted cut, or in our terminology, a minimum split for V . We extend this algorithm to find a minimum split for T when T is a given vertex cover of G; we call this a "minimum VC split." We find a minimum VC split in the same time bound as the edge connectivity algorithm of [HO] (e.g., for the above unweighted connectivity algorithms this bound is O(nm)).
In hindsight we discovered that Hao and Orlin sketch a similar extension of their algorithm, to find a minimum cut in a bipartite digraplh [HO, Theorem 9, p.4431.
They indicate that using the bipush variant of the preflow-push algorithm [AOST] correctly implements the extended algorithm. We do not use bipushes for our main VC split algorithm, but we do introduce a new operation called "join." Our join operation can decrease distance labels by large amounts; previous preflow-push algorithms never decrease distance labels and this is crucial for their efficiency [AMO, AOST, GT, GGT, HO, KRT] . We prove that the desired time bounds hold in spite of this decrease. It is possible to implement joins slightly less efficiently so they do not decrease distances, but then t,hey increase distances by large amounts. It seems that the phenomenon handled by joins must be addressed and analyzed in any complete algorithm for this problem. Thus our contribution is to fill a gap in the ffundamentally sound and insightful suggestion of H m and Orlin.
We anticipate further applications of the VC split algorithm besides vertex connectivity. For instance taking the vertex cover T = V shiows our algorithm generalizes [HO], i.e., it can comput,e the edge connectivity in the same bound as [HO] . The vertex cover T = V -{s} implements Frank's digraph connectivity augmentation algorithm in the same time bound as [Gal.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives algorithms for vertex connectivity, assuming an efficient algorithm for finding a minimum VC split. Section 3 supplies the VC split algorithm. The rest of this section gives notation and definitions;.
R+ denotes the set of nonnegative real numbers. We often denote singleton sets by omitting set braces, e.g., 
G ) .

Vertex connectivity
This section gives our algorithms for vertex connectivity. It summarizes their efficiency, assuming the results of Section 3 for the minimum VC split problem.
We begin by showing that computing ~( z ) reduces t o the minimum VC split problem. In this discussion fix the digraph G and the vertex z.
We start with the standard reduction to network flow by node splitting. Specifically define a graph SG (the "split graph") having for each v E V , two vertices V T , V S and edges VTVS and VSVT of capacity 1 and 00 respectively, and for each edge v w E E an edge V S W T of capacity 00. There is a bijection between z,yseparators of G and finite xsm-cuts of SG, specifically separator U V corresponds to cut { U T U S : U E U } .
y; G) equals the minimum capacity of an zsm-cut in SG. Letting y be arbitrary we conclude that ~( z , G ) equals the capacity of a smallest zsm-cut for a vertex YT in SG, or n -1 if no such finite cut exists.
To find this cut using the algorithm of Section 3 it is convenient to use two other graphs. CG (the "contracted graph") is derived from SG by contracting zs with its neighbors, i.e., contract vertices zs, ZT and ZT for z E V with $ 2 E E . Call the vertex resulting from this contraction X T . Assume X T is not the only vertex of CG, since otherwise IC(.) = n -1. Observe that
Consider a digraph G = (V,E). For any z E V (i) IC(.) equals the capacity of the smallest X T W -
( i i ) C = {m : m a vertex of CG} is a vertex cut, for @ a vertex of CG.
cover of CG (this set includes X T ) .
(i) holds since we contract infinite capacity edges. (ii) holds since C is one side of a bipartition of CG.
Next we transform CG to a unit capacity graph UG: Delete all edges V S V T and assign capacity 1 to all edges
The resulting graph UG also satisfies properties ( i ) and ( i i ) . For ( i ) the transformation does not change the value of a maximum flow from XT to any YT, so it does not change the value of a minimum cut.
is the value of a minimum XT-split of vertex cover C in digraph UG. Since UG is a graph with unit edge capacities, Theorem 3.1 shows IC(.) can be computed in time O(nm). (Note that n and m for UG are within a constant factor of the same parameters for G . ) Now we give the algorithms for connectivity computation. The first group of results is summarized as follows. Define three functions For X E V and y E V -X , S E V -{y} is a weak X , y-separator if G -S contains no path from X to y. Equivalently a weak .Y,y-separator is a subset of V -{y} that is an z,y-separator for every x E X that it does not contain. ( X is trivially a weak X,yProof of Theorem 2.1 for digraphs and T = T I . (Note T =: TI for high connectivites, specifically k 2 fi.)
We implement, the connectivity algorithm of Even and Tarjan [ET] a23 follows. Observe that
where S is any subset of V of cardinality K + 1 (proof is straightforward). This motivates the following algo-
Let xi, i = 1 , . . . , n be an arbitrary indexing of the vertices.
i t 0 ; n c n -1 ;
To see this algorithm is correct let S be a minimum vertex separatlor of G .
It is a simple matter to find a minimum vertex sepa- Proof of Theontm 2.1 for undirected graphs and T = TI.
As mentioned, the digraph algorithm applies to an undirected graph. (There is no need to consider G R . )
To check k-connectedness we apply the digraph algorithm to the forest subgraph FGk of G (this subgraph, constructed by the algorithm of Nagamochi and Ibaraki [NI] , is definedl in Section 1). Since FGk has O(kn) edgeis and is found in time O(m) [NI] we achieve the desired time bound. "e can also compute the connectivity by working = min{lc(X, y) :
If this quantity is less than 1x1 then it equals the cardinality of an z,y-separator for some
X E X .
Choose two arbitrary sets X , Y E V of cardinality k. (These sets can be equal. We will need the sets to be distinct when we use this algorithm to compute K . ) Observe that
In proof, each quantity on the right-hand side of (1) corresponds to a separator if it is less than k, so the right-hand side is 2 K -. Next, suppose K < k and let S be a minimum separator of K vertices. Thus V -S can be partitioned into two nonempty sets A , B such that
In the remaining case X contains a vertex of B and Y contains a vertex of A . Thus K equals the minimum value in the third set of (1). Hence our algorithm works by computing the quantities on the right-hand side of (1) and corresponding separators (if such exist). Consider the first quantity K W ( X ) . Proof of Theorem 2.1 for computing connectivity and T = T2. We find the connectivity K using this algo- Let SG denote the split graph of G. Let UG be the corresponding unit capacity graph (form UG from SG directly, without forming a contracted graph CG).
Choose an arbitrary vertex ZT of UG. Suppose we execute our algorithm to find a minimum zT-spIit of vertex cover C = { y~ : ?/T a vertex of UG} in digraph UG.
We shall see that our algorithm works as follows: It orders the vertices of C -ZT as t i , i = 1,. . . , n -1.
(The ordering is determined by the algorithm.) For each such i it computes p i as the value of a minimum St;-cut where S = {ZT, t l , . . . , t i -1 ) .
Our connectivity algorithm saves the values p i .
Then for each k-connectedness check, we choose X 50 be { z~, t i : 1 5 i < k}. The value .w(X) = K ( u , G ) equals min{pi : i = k, . . . , n -1). This follows because the contracted graph CG in the computation of . (a, g) is the same as the split graph of G with vertices ZT, 3: E X contracted.
Proof of Theorem 2.1 concluded. It is easy to combine the two approaches to connectivity into one algorithm: We execute the second algorithm to find K or determine that K > f i . In the latter case we then switch to the first algorithm. This gives one algorithm that achieves Theorem 2.1.
I
We mention a related connectivity problem. In a digraph G = (V, E ) for any z E V define g(1:) = min{lc(x, G), IC(., GR)}. (If G is undirected clearly 2 = K . ) The quantity 2(z)
indicates how well connected 1: is to the remaining vertices. It may be of interest to know the entire function A K . For example to choose a "server" in a distributed network we would select a host with the highest connectivity to the "client" nodes, i.e., the server z should maximize iE(z).
To calculate all values Z(z) first compute K and a corresponding separator S . Observe that any vertex z 6 S has 2(z) = K . Thus we complete the calculation by computing Z(z) for each x E S . 
For computing the connectivity note that do(z) 2 K . Thus CG has 5 n -K vertices y~ (by (2)) and We turn to randomized algorithms. We compute the connectivity as follows. Define 6 as the smallest in-degree or out-degree of a vertex. Our randomized algorithm is the algorithm of [ET] to compute K given above, except that we choose each vertex zi randomly and terminate when i 2 1/( log n/6).
To state the results define
T ( n , m) = nm. 
T ( n , m ) ) . For an undirected graph K can be found an time O(T(n,lcn)) and k-connectedness can be checked in time O(T(n, kn)).
For any fixed nonnegative f, error probability 5 l / n f Now consider undirected graphs. We check kconnectedness using the digraph algorithm on FGk .
To compute K , find a value k E ( I C , 2~1 , and use the digraph algorithm to compute the connectivity of FGk.
We find the desired k using the algorithm of [HI in time O ( K~~) or less. This implies the desired time bound.
For the last part of the theorem first consider digraphs. We chiange the termination test to i 2 f/( 1 -e ) . It is easy to see this achieves the desired error probability. The time bound follows since each itera- The final to'pic of this section is computing the connectivity of weighted digraphs (or undirected graphs). For each vertex v let w(v) be a nonnegative weight.
The values of IC and ~( x )
are defined taking weights into account. Our algorithm first finds a minimum unweighted separator S . Then it sets K = min{w(S), ~( x , G), ~( 2 , GR) : x E S } . This is correct since if S is not a minimum weight separator then some x E S is not contained in some minimum weight separator, so the weighted connectivity is ~( x , G) or K ( Z , G R ) . We calculate each value K ( X ) using the graph CG.
Applying Theorem 3.2 gives the following. 
I
A randomiz'ed algorithm also works. Define 6 = min{zu({r
We use the algorithm of [ET] to compute K given above, except that we choose each vertex xi randomly with any 'U E V having probability w(v)/w(V), and we terminatte when i 2 1/( logw(V)/S). 
G R ) .
Thus the expected time for an iteration is as desired. 
Minimum vertex cover splits
This section presents an algorithm to find a minimum vertex cover split. Recall that we are given a digraph with vertex cover T and vertex s E T ; we seek an Stset that has smallest possible in-degree subject to the constraint that t E 7 ' . Write n~ = IT!. Our algorithm We solve the special case of the problem where the undirected version of G is bipartite and the vertex cover T is one set of the bipartition. This is the case needed for all the connectivity algorithms of Section 2. The general vertex cover split problem reduces to this case in a straightforward way, but we omit the details in this abstract. (Actually a version of our split algorithm works directly on the general problem but we do not present it because the Relabel routine has more cases.)
We briefly review the preflow-push algorithm (see [GT] for a complete treatment). Fix a digraph G = ( V , E ) with distinguished vertices s (the source) and t (the sink), and capacity function c : E + R+. and increasing distance labels, until there are no overflowing vertices. At that point the preflow is maximum and the algorithm halts.
The algorithm of [HO] finds a minimum unrestricted cut. It maintains a preflow from source S to sink t . Here S is a contraction of vertices of V (we use S to denote both the subset of V and its contraction); t is a vertex not in S . Initially S consists of one vertex s E V . The algorithm repeatedly finds a maximum preflow from S to t (following [GT] ) and then transfers t to S and chooses a new sink vertex t' 4 S that has minimum distance d(t'). At certain points the algorithm makes a set of vertices "dormant ." The dormant vertices are temporarily ignored -the algorithm pushes flow and increases distance labels only on vertices that are "awake" (i.e., not in S or a dormant set). When no awake vertices remain (because they have all been chosen as sinks and transferred to S ) the algorithm awakens the last dormant set and repeats this process on them. As mentioned, for each sink t the algorithm computes a maximum preflow from S to t; its value equals that of a minimum St-cut. The minimum unrestricted cut of the given graph G has value equal to the smallest of these St-cuts on G or GR.
Our algorithm extends the Hao-Orlin minimum unrestricted cut algorithm. The main change is a new operation Join which adjoins an awake vertex to a previously-created dormant set.
We state the algorithm below, using the same organization as [HQ] . For each routine we briefly describe how it works and how it differs from [HO] . The formal analysis of our algorithm does not rely on these comments.
We use the following notation. The algorithm main-
tains a partition of V into sets S (the source set), Di, i = 1,. . . ,7 (the dormant sets) and W (the awake set).
Let P denote this partition. ( P changes over time.)
Also define DO S. The function d is the distance
Recall that we are given G, T, s where G is a digraph whose undirected version is bipartite, T is one set of the bipartition and s E T. We seek an Z-set that contains a vertex of T and has smallest possible in-degree. The following main routine returns with W' equal to the desired set.
procedure Hin-VC-Split(G,T, s); { I n i t i a l i z e ; E U}.
repeat
{ lea-sink; while a vertex of W is overflowing do { choose an overflowing vertex v E W ; if there is a residual edge vw with w E W then push min{e(v),r(vw)} units of flow
This is essentially the main routine of [HO] . The I n it i a l i z e and Nea-sink routines collectively initialize the data structures for the first iteration. Here is I n it i a l i z e ; lea-Sink, which selects the next sink t of the preflow, is given later.
procedure I n i t i a l i z e ;
{ W* c any %set separating T, e.g., { v } for some v E T -s; S +-8; 7 t 0; /* S is the same set as Do */ W t v; t c s;
We shall see that in the first iteration leu-Sink com- 
The purpose of the Join operations in leu-Sink is to update distance labels. Now consider the loop that increases distance values by 2 . It applies when the awake vertex I ! ' E T with smallest distance value has d(t') = dmin(W) + 1. Thus the loop ensures that the new sink t' hiss the smallest distance value. This loop will be executed in the following two situations.
In both situations, leu-sink is entered with the old sink t being the only vertex at distance d ( t ) . The first situation is when some other vertex of T is awake. We shall see this implies there is such a vertex t' with d(t') = d ( t ) -t 2. This quantity equals dmin(W) f 1 after leu-sink deletes t from W . Hence the loop ensura3 d(t') = d,in(W) as desired. The second situation is wlhen no other vertex of T is awake, and the algo- 
d(v) + d(v) + 2;
We turn to the analysis. We show the algorithm has properties similar to the ones proved in [HO] . We present these nine properties below and then give the proofs.
The first property implies the algorithm is partially correct, i.e., it obtains the correct answer if it halts. The arguments are similar to [HO] and are omitted from this abstract. I
Proof of Parity. This is proved by a simple induction on the number of steps of the algorithm, using the bipartiteness of G in the Relabel operation.
a
We prove the &Bound using two lemmas: 
We make the convention that after the repeat loop of 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Consider an interval of time r during the algorithm that starts and ends immediately before two consecutive operations Join(v) (or between the start of the algorithm and the first Join(v)). We first prove that whenever v is awake in T ,
We begin by establishing (2) Having shown (2), we prove that the desired inequality of the lemma holds immediately before the Join(v) that ends 7. First suppose the ending Join(v) is executed in Relabel. The strict version of inequality (1) shows right before the join, 1 a Now we estimate the time for the algorithm. We use the current edge data structure to scan the edges incident t o a vertex [GT] . Each operation Join(w) resets the current edge of w t o the beginning of its adjacency list. Thi,s approach guarantees that every time the entire adjacency list of a vertex v has been scanned, Relalbel(w) is executed [GT] . Now the Increasing Distance Property together with the &Bound and the Transfer Bound shows w's adjacency list is scanned O(nT) times. Thus the total time for scanning edges is To choose a n overflowing vertex we maintain a list of thle overflowing vertices of W . To implement the first test of Relabel and the following call t o CreateDormimt we maintain a list of vertices of W at each distance value between d,;,(W) and dmax(W). These data structures are initialized each time a dormant set is awakened, in total time O(nTm).
Each push takes 0(1) time. The Saturation Bound implies there are O ( n~m ) saturating pushes. It follows from this discussion that excluding nonsaturating pushes, the total time for Hin-VC-Split is O(nTm).
Consider a u:nit capacity digraph (every edge has capacit:y one but parallel edges are allowed). This is the case needed for all results of Section 2 except weighted connectivity. For such graphs we consider the residual graph also l;o be unit capacity. (That is instead of defining the residual capacity of e as r(e), the residual graph contains r(e) copies of e , each having unit capacity.) The Saturation Bound still holds. Furthermore for unit capacity graphs every push is saturating. For capacitated digraphs we achieve time O(nTm log (TI.',")) by implementing Hin-VC-Split with dynamic trees. The modifications and analysis are essentially the same as [GT] and are omitted from this abstr.act. This time bound suffices for the weighted connectivity algorithms of Section 2. It is desirable to replace n by nT in the logarithmic factor for applications where n~ is appreciably smaller. Incorporating the biipush approach of [AOST] gives the desired result: 
